Exploring Urban Sustainability through India's Cities

Late June - Early July 2021, India*

Fully-Funded Overseas Faculty Development Seminar for Community College and MSI Faculty

Across the globe, as towns grow into cities and as cities morph into megacities, what can be done to ensure that demands for quality economic opportunities and decent standards of living are balanced against increased pressures on the environment, energy resources, and threatened cultural traditions? This two-week seminar will visit three rapidly changing Indian cities—Delhi, Jaipur, and Lucknow—to explore how environment and STEM-related issues are situated within the economic, cultural, and social pressures confronting emerging cities.

Learn more and apply: caorc.org/faculty-development-india
Application Deadline: Monday, March 1, 2021

*Exact seminar dates to be determined and subject to change based on pandemic developments